7024C Controller

Online with the touch of a button

- Simple stand-alone one touch operation to find satellite and stow antenna
- Typical satellite acquisition time in less than 2 minutes
- Ideal for applications that require a quick, simple setup and reliable connection
- Internal DVB receiver provides modem independence
- Based on an embedded software solution

7024C Features

- One touch stand-alone solution
- Front Panel Configurable
- Compatible with all iNetVu® mobile platforms
- Supports DVB-S1 and DVB-S2/ACM frequencies
- Optimal, high-precision antenna pointing
- Remote access and operation via Network, Web and other Interfaces
- Built-in motion and movement protection for safety
- Supports inclined orbit satellites
- Integrated with multiple modems
- Works with GPS and GLONASS Satellite Navigation Systems (1)
- Global Position Information available for external devices
- Easy to configure and operate
- Interoperable with Uplogix’s remote management appliances
- Supported languages by GUI interface: English, Russian, Chinese (Mandarin, Traditional) and Spanish
- Standard 2 year warranty